
 
Ground Under Repair Areas on 7th and 16th 
Ground Under Repair areas have now been marked up for the water affected areas 
on the 7th and 16th and the following Local Rules apply: 
  
If a player's ball is within the area marked as Ground Under Repair on the 7th Hole: 

• the player MUST take free relief by dropping the original ball or another ball in 
the Drop Zone.   

 If a player's ball is within the area marked as Ground Under Repair on the 16th Hole: 
• The player MUST take free relief by dropping the original ball or another ball 

in the specified Drop Zone. See below: 
o A ball lying on or beyond the BLUE line running across the Ground 

Under Repair (ie nearer the green) must be dropped in the drop zone 
to the front of the GUR (even if the Drop Zone is nearer the hole). 

o A ball lying short of the BLUE line (nearer the tee) must be dropped in 
the nearest of two drop zone behind the GUR . 
 

Notes: 
 
Note 1: The areas of Ground Under Repair are marked with white ropes. 
 
Note 2: Mandatory Drop Zones are either identified by white paint or by a mat and 
marked “Drop Zone”.   The Drop Zone is a relief area under Rule 14.3.  
 
Note 3: The Drop Zones are classed as being closely mown areas, and Preferred 
Lies are available. 
 
Note 4: If a player’s ball is in water affected area outside of the white ropes then it is 
classed as being in an Abnormal Course Condition and the player may take relief 
under Rule 16.1b, (free drop, one club length from nearest point of relief, no nearer 
the hole). 
 
Note 5: The definition of a ball being in Ground Under Repair or Abnormal Course 
Condition include when it is known or virtually certain that a ball that has not been 
found is in the Ground Under Repair or Abnormal Course Condition 
 
Note 6: Ropes and posts defining Ground Under Repair (not part of GUR) and Drop 
Zones are immovable obstructions relief under Rule 16.1b (free drop, one club 
length from nearest point of relief, no nearer the hole). 
 
Note 7: Penalty for Playing Ball from a Wrong Place in Breach of Local Rule: 
General Penalty Under Rule 14.7a.  
 
Note 8: Reminder that all areas on the course marked as Ground Under Repair GUR 
are NO PLAY ZONES.  
 


